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An LTCC Balanced-to-Unbalanced Extracted-Pole
Bandpass Filter With Complex Load
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Abstract—In this paper, the fundamental characteristics of
a novel third-order RF balanced-to-unbalanced filter, namely,
a balun filter, for integrated RF module applications are pre-
sented. This center-tapped transformer-based new device works
concurrently as a balun, an extracted-pole bandpass filter, and
a matching network. As coupled resonant tanks are employed
to perform the balun type of operation, traditional coupled-
resonator filter theory can thus be used to design and analyze
such a new device. Moreover, an extracted-pole technique is used
not only for creating a transmission zero, but also provides a
capability to match the filter with a complex load. In addi-
tion to providing a simple design procedure for the device, its
working mechanism is also revealed mathematically. Specifically,
return-loss sensitivity with respect to each resonator admittance
and complex load matching capability are discussed in details.
This balun filter has been implemented in a multilayered low-tem-
perature co-fired ceramic substrate, demonstrating its promising
potentials in miniaturized RF front-end modules. Experimental
measurements are also presented to validate the theory and com-
puter simulations.

Index Terms—Balun, bandpass filter, low-temperature co-fired
ceramic (LTCC), resonator filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE IS an ever increasing demand for fast, reliable, and
ad hoc wireless data transfer between two or more ter-

minal devices. Typical applications include mobile phones, per-
sonal digital assistants (PDAs), laptop computers, cameras, and
printers. To satisfy such a demand, each of these devices should
be equipped with an RF front-end module. In any case, minia-
turization and low production cost are the two most fundamental
prerequisites for these modules.

One way to miniaturize an RF front-end is to embed its pas-
sive circuitries, such as antenna, bandpass filter, balun, matching
network, and interconnects, into a multilayered substrate. Low-
temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology is particularly
suitable for this purpose since it can offer fine pitch lines and
a multilayered architecture for embedding passive components.
Another way to miniaturize a front-end is to combine the re-
quired multiple functional circuitries into one device.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram for an LTCC Bluetooth system module.

Fig. 1 shows a system block diagram of a Bluetooth module.
It is seen that the three major embedded passives are matching
network, bandpass filter, and balun. A balun, which converts a
balanced signal to an unbalanced signal, is used in various RF
circuitries such as those interfacing with RF integrated circuits
(RFICs). Besides those traditionally known planar type of con-
figurations, a number of multilayered configurations have also
been recently proposed [1]–[3]. These baluns, in general, do not
have any specific frequency selectivity requirements outside of
its operating frequency band. While other studies [4], [5] have
analyzed some topologies that offer a bandpass type of transmis-
sion response, information on how to shape up such a response
has never been addressed, nor is the primary concern. Never-
theless, a drawback for all these baluns is their incapability in
handling a complex load without using an additional matching
network.

A new circuit architecture that combines the functionalities
of a balun and a bandpass filter was recently proposed by the
authors [6] together with its design procedure. In this paper, in
addition to a further discussion of its design formula, the in-
herent property of this device that incorporates a complex load
matching function is fully deliberated mathematically. With the
functionalities of a matching network, a balun and bandpass
filter incorporated in a single device, the size of a front-end
system module, such as a Bluetooth module, can be signifi-
cantly reduced. To facilitate the physical layout design of this
new balun filter for high volume production and to better un-
derstand its complex loading capability, return-loss sensitivity
in the passband to the parameters related to each resonator and
its complex load characterization are fully studied in this paper,
for the first time, by closed-form mathematical expressions. In
addition, experimental verification is also presented to prove the
proposed theory.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ideal center-grounded transformer. (b) Proposed coupled-resonator
filtering balun.

II. THEORY

A. Fundamental Principle

One of the fundamental representations of a balun is an ideal
center-grounded transformer [7], as shown in Fig. 2(a). This
transformer converts a single-ended input at port 1 to a differen-
tial output across ports 2 and 3, and vice versa, for all frequen-
cies. In practice, however, such an ideal balun is hard to realize
due to a requirement of a tight magnetic coupling and high in-
ductance value.

Alternatively, a more practical schematic representation is
shown in Fig. 2(b) where the transformer circuit is replaced by
two coupled resonator tank pairs—one is positively coupled and
the other is negatively coupled, where the shunted capacitors
are tuned to operate at a desired frequency. As shown later, fre-
quency dependency of this configuration can be further modified
to achieve a certain type of bandpass response.

To achieve a filtering characteristic, it is helpful to view the
circuit as three coupled resonant tanks. In this perspective,
the conventional coupled-resonator filter theory can be used.
Without losing generality, we will concentrate on the design of
a third-order Chebyshev-type balun filter.

A careful inspection of Fig. 2(b) suggests that this circuit
actually consists of two pairs of coupled-resonator chains.
Therefore, adding an extra resonant tank and suitable input and
output couplings, such as CI, CO1, and CO2, would construct
a balun with better bandpass properties. Fig. 3 shows our
proposed third-order balun filter, which can be viewed as a
merger of two third-order coupled-resonator filters with one of
them having a opposite coupling between its second and third
tanks. The design steps can be summarized as follows.
Step 1) Find the prototype element values for a third-order

filter using the table given in [8]. An inductive-
type impedance inverter should be used between the
second and third tanks.

Fig. 3. Proposed third-order balun filter.

Step 2) Convert the series inductor between the second and
third tanks to a mutual inductance. This can be done
by the method described in [9]. The positively cou-
pled portion of Fig. 3 is then formed.

Step 3) Add a negatively coupled tank with same component
values and mutual inductance as those of the posi-
tively coupled tank in Step 2).

Step 4) Reduce the mutual inductance by a factor of .
Notice that the factor of is obtained the following way.
For an ordinary pair of coupled inductors, the equivalent input
impedance looking into port 1 when port 2 is connecting to a
load impedance of is given as

(1)

where is the mutual inductance between the inductor pair
and , and is known as complex frequency, whereas for
the circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) (ignoring and ), the equiva-
lent input impedance looking into port 1 when ports 2 and 3 are
each connected to an impedance of is

for and (2)

Now, in order to have the same return-loss performance for these
two circuits, should be equal to .

For a typical industrial–scientific–medical (ISM) band appli-
cation, a strong rejection is required at frequency of 1.9 GHz
to minimize the interference at the global system for mobile
communications (GSM) band. A parallel tank is, therefore, used
at each output port to create a transmission zero at that fre-
quency and to act as an I/O coupling. This is known as an ex-
tracted-pole technique. Consequently, the inductor used in this
tank has a relatively small value when comparing to the one used
in a purely inductive output coupling configuration. Equations
for obtaining these component values can be derived in a sim-
ilar manner as that for capacitive I/O coupling [8]. Firstly, as-
suming each output port has an impedance of ,
a transmission zero appears at frequency and the passband
center frequency is . Therefore, an equivalent input admit-
tance looking out from the positively or negatively coupled third
resonators toward each corresponding output load is

(3)
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where

(4)

Consequently, by equating to the required
(see [8] for the definitions), the component values are obtained
as

(5)

and

(6)

The sign of the square root in (5) should be chosen in a way that
is a positive value. Finally, the residual shunted susceptance
should be “absorbed” by its adjacent resonator.

B. Complex Load Impedance Matching

It turns out that the parallel tanks provide another favorite
feature—the capability of matching a wide range of complex
loads. This feature can be studied by letting and

, where is the desired terminating conductance
of a prototype filter characteristics and rewriting (5) as a family
of circle equation

(7)
with radius and center as

and
(8)

This equation suggests that given a fixed value of , any
complex load lies on a circle defined by (7) will be matched.
Consequently, by considering those commonly implemented
inductor values using LTCC technology, a range (a set of
circles) of “matchable” complex loads can be determined. An
example is shown in Fig. 4. This set of curves are generated
for a filter with 0.2-dB passband ripple, center frequency of
2.45 GHz, bandwidth of 250 MHz, and transmission zero at
1.9 GHz. Notice that the values of the inductor considered are
between 1–8 nH.

Fig. 4. Complex load matching range.

Fig. 5. Frequency responses of filter A with 10�j26:9-
 load (solid line) and
filter B with 50-
 load (dashed line).

The region spanned by the set of curves covers a large portion
of the Smith chart, which means that a wide range of complex
loads can be matched by using the parallel tanks with inductor
values between 1–8 nH. For example, when the load impedance
changes from 50 to , which is a typical value that
we are interested in, an inductance of value 0.94 nH is required.
Frequency responses of a terminated filter (A) and
a standard 50- terminated filter (B) are shown in Fig. 5. The
corresponding component values for these two filters are listed
in Table I.

C. Return Loss Sensitivity Analysis

As the return loss is the most sensitive parameter in a volume
production, it is critical to have a better understanding of its
sensitivity with regards to the circuit components. Analytical
expression for the return loss of an th-order balun filter can be
obtained by analyzing a generic schematic, as shown in Fig. 6.
In this figure, ’s are the impedance inverters, or simply

-inverters, and ’s are resonator admittances, whereas and
’s are the source and load admittances, respectively. By the
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TABLE I
COMPONENTS FOR 10� j26:9 
- AND 50-
 FILTERS

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for an nth-order balun filter.

definition of -inverter, the equivalent admittance looking into
can be expressed in a recursive formula as

(9)

where

...
(10)

With the above equations, -parameter can be calculated by
substituting (9) into the following equation:

(11)

where and are complex polynomials.
Now, derivative of the return loss with respect to , where

denotes any circuit parameter, can be obtained as

(12)

This derivative is known as the un-normalized sensitivity [10].
When a filter is well tuned, the magnitude of at passband fre-
quencies should be very small. In addition, if the second deriva-
tive term in (12) is not extremely large, which is true in most of
the cases, the equation can simply be approximated as

for (13)

where is the filter bandwidth. Sometimes, it is necessary to
have parameter normalized by its nominal value if sensi-
tivities of different parameters are to be directly compared. In
other words, the above equation should be modified to

for (14)

Notice that this definition of sensitivity is slightly different from
the usual normalized sensitivity used in other literature where
(14) is further normalized by the nominal return loss value. The
above equation can be written as

(15)

with

(16)

under the same condition that
and represents the th resonator reactance. In this study, we
are only interested in the sensitivity relation to each resonator
reactance, and un-normalized sensitivity defined in (13) is used.
Notice that the same methodology can be applied to obtain the
return-loss sensitivity with respect to each -inverter. However,
it is found that the return loss is relatively insensitive to -in-
verters when compared to those resonators. In any case, the ex-
pression for calculating the normalized sensitivity is

(17)
with

(18)

under the same condition that .
Based on the synthesis method previously described, a 50-

terminated third-order Chebyshev-type balanced filter of 0.2-dB
ripple, 2.45-GHz center frequency, 250-MHz equal-ripple band-
width, and 1.9-GHz transmission zero has been designed. The
corresponding component values of Fig. 3 are pF,

pF, pF, nH, pF,
pF, pF, nH, nH,
nH, and nH. Using (13) and (16), the re-

turn-loss sensitivity related to each resonator’s reactance can be
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Fig. 7. (a) Return-loss sensitivity analysis for resonator impedance.
(b) Changes of return loss within passband for �1% change in resonator
element values. (c) Simulated return loss sensitivity analysis for �1% change
in resonator element values.

calculated and they are plotted in Fig. 7(a). As seen from the re-
sults, -parameter is more sensitive to the second resonator

than the other two. In other words, a change on or causes a
larger alteration in the return loss than any other resonator com-
ponents having the same amount of changes. This property is
confirmed by conducting perturbation analysis ( 1% changes
in component value) on each resonator capacitor, and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 7(b). It can be seen that with the same
amount of perturbation in the component value, the change in

causes a deterioration of around 3-dB maximum change in
return loss, whereas the same change in or causes only
a 2-dB maximum rise. Another interesting fact is that whereas
an increase in causes the return loss to rise at frequencies
below the center frequency and drop at frequencies above it, an
increase in any other resonator capacitor has the opposite effect.
This fact can readily be seen in Fig. 7(b).

Generally speaking, the above analysis suggests that special
attention should be paid to the second resonator in layout design
to alleviate the sensitivity of the elements.

Fig. 7(c) shows full-wave simulated return-loss sensitivity of
our layout-level balun-filter model (more details in Section III)
by changing the actual physical dimensions of capacitors ,

, and . Notice that this full-wave model has been further
optimized for better performance. From this figure, it is seen that
the return loss changes in the same trend as expected, except
that has a comparable influence on the return loss as that of

. This is due to tight couplings between and other circuit
components.

III. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Having a multilayered LTCC substrate, the lumped-circuit
model can be realized by using parallel plates for capacitors and
printed metal strips for inductors.

As outlined in [9], an initial layout of the proposed balun filter
is obtained by a very fast, but quasi-statistic electromagnetic
model, and full-wave electromagnetic simulation must be car-
ried out to predict the performance over the frequency range of
interest.

Fig. 8 shows the details of a final physical layout of the pro-
posed balun filter. It consists of a total of nine dielectric layers
with each layer of approximately 3.6-mil thickness, and approx-
imately 166 mil 188 mil size. Circuit elements are imple-
mented on the bottom six layers with the first four layers mainly
for capacitive elements and the other two layers for inductive el-
ements. Notice that the transformer circuitry shown in Fig. 2(b)
is simply implemented by a pair of closely spaced strips. Fur-
thermore, a top ground plane is used to isolate the filter from
other embedded components.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental prototype has been built using the Her-
aeus HL2000 LTCC material set with a dielectric constant of
approximately 7. Measurements were carried out through its
three external ports located at the top of the substrate. Collected
scattering parameter data was then calibrated to the desired
reference planes at an internal substrate layer through the
thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration technique. The measured
results together with those from a full-wave electromagnetic
simulation are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Physical layout of the proposed balun filter.

Fig. 9. Results of the balun filter. (a) Simulated and measured transmission and
reflection responses. (b) Measured amplitude balance and phase difference.

A few comments about the experimental results are worth
mentioning. Firstly, a deep rejection occurs, as expected, at the

desired frequency of 1.9 GHz in the transmission response. Sec-
ondly, a very good amplitude balance of approximately 0.3-dB
difference between signals at the two balanced ports is obtained.
Finally, a maximum of 1 phase imbalance is achieved within
the passband.

However, there is a noticeable mismatch at the unbalanced
port. By adjusting the circuit model shown in Fig. 3 to fit the
measured responses, it is found that capacitor of the second
resonator is slightly smaller than expected.

V. CONCLUSION

The concept of a simple multilayered passive device, which
acts as a matching network, balun, and an extracted-pole band-
pass filter at the same time has been presented. Its working
mechanism and theory have been given mathematically. It has
been shown through an experimental prototype that the balun
filter exhibits a good amplitude balance, as well as a good
phase balance within the operating frequency band of interest.
In addition, a desired bandpass response with third-order
Chebyshev-type characteristics has been achieved. To further
satisfy the rejection requirement, an extracted-pole technique
has been employed to sharpen the out-of-band rejection. The
extracted-pole resonator tanks also play the role of an ab-
sorbing complex load. Therefore, the device also incorporates
the function as a matching network. The corresponding design
equations have been provided with detailed derivation. Finally,
closed-form sensitivity analysis has been carried out and the
results suggest that this balun filter (or a third-order filter in
general) has relatively high return-loss sensitivity with respect
to the second resonator elements. In general, this balun filter
can serve as a good candidate for a compact LTCC RF front-end
module.
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